Abstract-Probing the physical properties of heterogeneous materials is essential to understand the structure, function and dynamics of complex fluids including cells, mucus, and polymer solutions. Particle tracking microrheology is a useful method to passively probe viscoelastic properties on micron length scales by tracking the thermal motion of beads embedded in the sample. However, errors associated with active motion have limited the implementation to dynamic systems. We present a simple method to decouple active and Brownian motion, enabling particle tracking to be applied to fluctuating heterogeneous systems. We use the movement perpendicular to the major axis of motion in time to calculate rheological properties. Through simulated data we demonstrate that this method removes directed motion and performs equally well when there is no directed motion, with an average percent error of <1%. We use this method to measure glycerol-water mixtures to show the capability to measure a range of materials. Finally, we use this technique to characterize the compliance of human sputum. We also investigate the effect of a liquefaction agent used to prepare sputum for diagnostic purposes. Our results suggest that the addition of high concentration sodium hydroxide increases sample heterogeneity by increasing the maximum observed creep compliance.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, particle tracking microrheology (PTM) has emerged as a valuable tool to get precise measurements of localized viscoelastic properties of complex fluids, ranging from colloids to in vivo biological samples. 1, 13, 14, 16, 22 By optically measuring the thermal motion of sub-micron sized particles it is now possible to passively probe the microstructure of complex fluids. PTM has been used in a wide array of applications from the assessment of cell stiffness to probing the diffusive properties of therapeutic agents in mucus and has the potential to elucidate the behavior and function of heterogeneous and inherently complex biological fluids, including sputum. 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 12, 21 However, despite the tremendous potential, difficult and inflexible experimental set up has limited the broad adoption of this technique for complex biological fluids. We propose using the spread of creep compliance distribution as a way to quantify sample heterogeneity rather than averaging across many beads to obtain a measurement of bulk rheology. Samples are required to be at complete equilibrium before beginning measurements, which limits the capacity of PTM to measure dynamic processes. 3, 19, 23 We hypothesize that if the Brownian motion is decoupled from the active motion a measure of the material compliance in the immediate vicinity of the particle can be deduced. While this compliance may differ from the compliance measured when the sample is at equilibrium due to the sample's nonlinear response to non-thermal forces, 19 this capability is valuable when probing a material that is part of an active system.
A variety of methods have been developed to decouple superfluous motion from thermal motion, however, these methods mostly focus on eliminating stage drift or vibrations of the entire sample and cannot address directed movement within specific portions of the sample. 3, 4, 14 The existing de-trending methods remove directed motion frame by frame and are less prone to error than those that treat each bead trajectory individually, but they are not suitable for heterogeneous materials where beads can have different velocities due to active motion. Dynamic processes often cause local currents leading beads to move in a directed manner; as a result, beads in less viscous environments will be more affected and results will not be consistent. Likewise, cell movement, or active molecular motors will differentially affect microspheres embedded in the cytoplasm. 6 To address the issue of directed motion induced in heterogeneous and complex samples, including sputum, we use a simple de-trending algorithm analogous to the method used by Hasnain and Donlad to analyze the anisotropy of DNA solutions. 7 However, we apply the de-trending algorithm to each bead trajectory instead of the sample as a whole. We show that this method can be used to remove directed motion in tracks where the motion varies across the field of view. To relate displacements captured by particle tracking to bulk properties it is necessary to assume that the material is isotropic at the length scale of the probe size, unless the probe can be tracked in all dimensions. 13 While a single dimension has been used by other investigators due to superior spatial resolution in one dimension (1D), 22 traditionally, both dimensions (2D) are used to calculate a mean squared displacement (MSD). To remove directed motion, we eliminate movement along the axis of greatest movement and only use motion perpendicular to this axis to calculate local rheological properties. This technique is simple, computationally efficient, theoretically sound and does not introduce additional complex fitting parameters.
In this study, we assess the utility and applicability of our 1D de-trending algorithm for heterogeneous materials that are isotropic on the length scale of the probe, and experience only Brownian motion and consistent directed motion. While these assumptions limit the applicability of this technique, we use this model to show the utility of de-trending methods with the intention to modify the algorithm to be compatible with more realistic situations as computationally analyzed by Weihs et al. 23 Using a combination of simulation and experiments, we demonstrate that our method successfully eliminates directed motion, and performs with the same fidelity as traditional methods when there is no directed motion. We extend our study to probe a highly heterogeneous fluid, human sputum, in the presence of directed motion and show relative changes in material properties with the addition of sodium hydroxide. Overall, our results provide the first step towards making PTM applicable to all ranges of materials including complex, heterogeneous, active systems. This will enable analysis at the microscopic level, with the potential to answer fundamental and quantitative questions regarding biophysical phenomena.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

De-trending
In order to measure heterogeneous materials using PTM, we addressed the problem of directed motion induced within the sample by removing this superfluous motion on a bead-by-bead basis. After obtaining bead trajectories, we fit each to a linear fit, and took the displacement perpendicular to the fitted line. Using this displacement, we calculated the MSD and the creep compliance as described elsewhere. 13, 24 Further references to 1D analysis will assume the data has been fit and the perpendicular displacement is used.
Simulations
To evaluate the error caused by only using one dimension, we performed error analysis comparing the 1D estimation of creep compliance to the 2D estimation with simulated data of beads experiencing pure Brownian motion. Using an in-house routine written in MATLAB we simulated each step in x and y direction as normal distribution with various standard deviations corresponding to different dynamic viscosities for a purely viscous isotropic material. Our simulations mirror the analysis done by Weihs et al., 23 however we only consider the case where directed motion and Brownian motion are present. A particle moving in 1D due to Brownian motion alone in a purely viscous fluid can be described as qðx; tÞ ¼ 1
where q n; t ð Þ is the probability of moving x distance in t time, and D is the diffusion constant of the environment. Thus, we simulated each step in x and y as a normal distribution centered around zero with a standard deviation of ð2DtÞ 1=2 . We calculated trajectories by taking the cumulative sum of the steps. According to Stokes-Einstein equation the dynamic viscosity can be calculated as
where K b is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, g is the dynamic viscosity, and a is the particle radius. We simulated 1000 beads with a diameter of 0.49 lm for up to 60 s with time steps of 0.05 s in 27 different dynamic viscosities from 2 9 10 24 to 87 Pa s which spans the range from acetylaldehyde to molasses.
From the trajectories, we calculated the MSD using
where x represents the position perpendicular to the fitted line, and K is a scaling factor to translate to a 3 dimensional MSD. Based on our assumption that the material is isotropic on the length scale of the probe, the movement in all axes are equal. Therefore, we can scale the motion in one or two axes to get representative three dimensional motion. For a 1D analysis K = 3. 13 We calculated the MSD for each time interval, t, and averaged over all possible initial times. As a result, smaller time intervals are averaged over more measurements. The creep compliance, CðtÞ is calculated as
where a is the particle radius, K b is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. We then calculated the percent error as
The theoretical estimate is based on the simulated dynamic viscosity as calculated using Eqs. (2) and (4). All percent errors are calculated from creep compliance estimates at 20 Hz. Percent error, e was calculated for each bead trajectory, then the average percent error, e, and corresponding standard deviation, r, was computed for each population of 1000 simulated beads. No trend was observed between error and simulated viscosity (data not shown), therefore we averaged the average percent error,e, and standard deviation, r, over the 27 different environments to get a double averaged percent error, e and mean standard deviation r.
To compare a 1D analysis to a 2D analysis in the presence of directed motion, we simulated consistent directed motion by adding a constant amount of motion in one axis at each time step. In order to simulate a broad range of directed motion, the amount of directed motion added at each step varied from 0.01 to 3 times the average displacement in one step, corresponding to Pe´clet (Pe) numbers between 0.02 and 6.05, which is a measure of the convective to diffusive effects. Since we did not see a strong relation between error and dynamic viscosity we performed these simulations for five different dynamic viscosities from 9 9 10 24 to 3.5 Pa s to encompass a range of materials more viscous than glycerol to less viscous than water. The error in creep compliance is calculated by Eq. (5).
Identical to our analysis for tracks without directed motion, we first averaged the percent errors over the 1000 beads in each condition and then took the average over the five different dynamic viscosities. To visualize the 2D analysis with directed motion, we averaged again over the track lengths, as there was very little variation between track lengths (data not shown).
Experimental Studies: Glycerol in Water
To evaluate our method experimentally and to calibrate our system, we measured known concentrations of glycerol in water. We tracked 0.49 lm diameter carboxylate-modified red fluorescent polystyrene microspheres (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) embedded in each sample with a custom inverted confocal spinning disk microscope with a 639 objective, 1.4NA (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), and an electron multiplying CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu, Japan). We used glass bottom 96-well plates (MatTek Corp., Ashland, MA, USA) for all experiments and an incubation chamber to keep the samples at 20°C (Pathology Devices, Westminster, MD, USA). The sample was disturbed shortly before imaging by pipetting to introduce directed motion. We captured images at 20 Hz with a 5 ms exposure time. We assumed that nonspecific bead-bead interactions are present equally in all directions and as a result are cancelled; therefore, we did not eliminate beads based on proximity to each other. We used a particle tracking algorithm developed by the Kilfoil lab at University of Massachusetts at Amherst to get particle trajectories, and computed MSDs and creep compliances as described above.
14 Longer track times give more reliable estimates of compliance since more displacements are averaged over. Thus, we eliminated beads that were tracked for <5 s to ensure minimal accuracy. The ensemble mean creep compliance is weighted by the track length of each trajectory. We fit the median MSD from 0.05 to 1 s to a single exponential function to the estimate slope of the MSD vs. time lag.
We tracked over 150 beads for each glycerol-water mixture. We then compared experimental results with the creep compliance calculated from tabulated values of viscosity. We used Matlab's native boxplot function to visualize the creep compliance distributions as Creep Compliance Estimated by 1D or 2D analysis À Theoretical Estimate Theoretical Estimate Ã 100 ð5Þ
calculated from each bead trajectory. While viscosity may be a more relevant parameter for purely viscous materials, we computed the creep compliances of glycerol-water mixtures to compare with our sputum results, a viscoelastic material.
Experimental Studies: Sputum
In this study, we investigated the inherent microstructure of sputum and the effectiveness of a common reagent used to prepare sputum samples for analysis by culture, PCR or smear testing, sodium hydroxide (NaOH). 8, 10, 20, 26 Since sputum should be a passive fluid unlike the cell cytosol, we used sputum as a model fluid and added directed motion to test the de-trending method. We obtained de-identified sputum from Massachusetts General Hospital, which qualified as exempt specimen under IRB regulations. We applied our method described above to measure the creep compliance of two unadulterated (native) samples and after adding NaOH solution to sputum. To measure native sputum, we aliquoted a 100-200 lL portion from the original sputum sample for each trial and measured beads embedded in the sputum without the addition of any fluid. We measured five portions for sample A and three portions for sample B to investigate native sputum heterogeneity. To measure the effect of NaOH we added aqueous NaOH to a 100-200 lL portion of native sputum in a 1:10 ratio of aqueous NaOH to sputum. We varied the concentration of added aqueous NaOH to obtain final concentrations of 0-4% w/v NaOH in sputum. To induced directed motion and facilitate mixing we pipetted the NaOH up and down in the sputum multiple times. At least 100 beads were tracked in each experiment, except for sample A, diluted to a final concentration of 0.5% NaOH. Only 42 beads were tracked in this case. While we speculated that measurements taken immediately after the addition of the mucolytic would give higher creep compliances, there was no clear relation between measured creep compliance and length of time exposed to NaOH (data not shown). Thus we did not exclude any data from our analysis based on time after addition of mucolytic. Using a Lilliefors test for normality we could not show that the creep compliances followed a normal distribution for each trial. Therefore, we performed nonparametric statistical tests to check for equality of median and distribution using KruskalWallis (KW) and Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests, respectively. For heterogeneous materials, we find the spread of the data to be much more informative than an average, thus box plots were chosen to display the creep compliances.
RESULTS
De-trending with No Directed Motion
First, we compare the creep compliances calculated using simulated data without directed motion before and after applying de-trending. The error generated without de-trending can be considered the baseline error (Fig. 1a) . After applying the de-trending algorithm the creep compliance is slightly underestimated, however, the average error is negligible, <1% average error (Fig. 1b) . The small error bars in Fig. 1b indicate that the de-trending method is consistent across different materials. There is slightly more variability in the percent error after de-trending especially at shorter track times (Figs. 1c, 1d) . As expected, the percent error decreases with increasing time the bead is tracked for, since the MSD is more accurately estimated (Figs. 1a, 1b) . Additionally, the spread of the percent error also decreases with increasing track time (Figs. 1c, 1d) . Therefore, the longer the bead is tracked for the more confidence we have in the compliance estimate.
De-trending with Directed Motion
Our simulation suggests that de-trending data gives a much better estimate of creep compliance than a 2D analysis when there is directed motion. We note that for directed motion that is <10% of the average displacement in one time step (Pe = 0.20) the error is negligible, <1% average percent error, even without de-trending data (Figs. 2a, 2b inset) . On the other hand, when the directed motion is equal to the average step size (Pe = 2.01), the average percent error without de-trending is over 40% (Fig. 2a) . This error increases to over 375% average percent error for directed motion that is three times the average displacement (Pe = 6.05) (Fig. 2a) . However, when our algorithm is used, the average percent error is <1% even when the directed motion is three times as large as the average displacement (Fig. 2b) . Our results indicate a 1D analysis removes the directed motion and is insensitive to the amount of directed motion, as seen by the overlap between different amounts of directed motion (Figs. 2b, 2d) . When there is little directed motion, <10% of the average step size, the 2D and 1D analyses performs similarly. However, once the directed motion becomes larger, the creep compliance is severely overestimated without de-trending.
Glycerol-Water Mixture
To test our 1D de-trending algorithm with experimental data, we measured the creep compliances of 0-90% glycerol in water solutions. Since glycerol characteristics are well studied, we can use these as a standard to compare our results from unknown samples. We estimate our limit of detection at 20 Hz as 0.2 Pa 21 , by measuring beads dried to the bottom of a well.
To evaluate the utility of our de-trending algorithm we compare the creep compliance before and after de-trending as a function of time lag. Glycerol is a purely viscous Newtonian fluid, therefore the MSD of a bead in glycerol should be linearly dependent on time. Viscous fluids are characterized by an exponent of 1:
Where b is a scaling constant that is inversely related to viscosity, s is the time lag, and a is the exponent. Purely elastic substances have an exponent of 0, a = 0. Thus, the MSD should have a slope of 1 when plotted against time lag on a log-log plot. Additionally, higher percentage glycerol solutions should be more viscous and thus have a smaller MSD. Without de-trending the data the creep compliance curves for different concentrations of glycerol have slopes greater than one, 1.51 ± 0.25, and the trend between compliance and percentage glycerol is not clear (Fig. 3a) . As expected, after applying the de-trending algorithm creep compliance curves are only slightly underestimated with a slope of 0.86 ± .04, and are located as anticipated with respect to the concentration of glycerol (Fig. 3b) . The average percent error is consistent over various viscosities, indicating that there is a greater absolute error when the creep compliance is greater, or equivalently the average step size is greater. Therefore, for larger time lags and thus larger step sizes, we can expect the de-trended data MSDs to be under-estimated by a greater amount than for short time lags. This results in an underestimation of the exponent, a, thus de-trending by this method overestimates the elasticity of materials. Therefore, at this time we are not confident in our ability to accurately measure the stiffness and loss moduli of different materials using this technique. That said, the error is systematic and we can calibrate our system to accurately probe the creep compliance or viscosity of different materials. Next, we investigate how our results compare to published values of glycerol viscosity. Our results indicate that the creep compliance estimated using particle tracking with de-trending overestimates the creep compliance as compared to tabulated values for glycerol-water solutions 25 ( Fig. 4a) . Since both the experimental and tabulated values exhibit the same behavior with percent glycerol we are able to calibrate our system for purely viscous homogenous Newtonian fluids (Fig. 4b) . 
Sputum Samples
In order to understand the complex rheology of a biological fluid at the micron scale and apply our de-trending algorithm, we studied human sputum microrheology. First, we used our system to take multiple measurements of native sputum to compare and quantify the heterogeneity in a single sample (Figs. 5a, 5b) . For sample A, the KW test indicates that at least one creep compliance distributions obtained from trials 1-5 has a different median than the others, P value = 6.51 9 10
25 . The creep compliance distribution of trial 4 (the definition of trial is given in methods above) is significantly different than the distribution generated from trials 1, 2, 3, and 5 (KS pair wise test P values < .001). In addition, all of the creep compliance distributions from trials 1, 2, 3, and 5 from Sample A could not be shown to have significantly different medians (KW test, P value = 0.53).
Creep distributions from all three trials for sample B could not be shown to have different medians (KW test, P value = .96) (Fig. 5b) . However, the KS test suggests that the distributions generated from trials 2 and 3 come from different distributions, P value = 5 9 10
23 . Next, we tested the de-trending algorithm by adding a mucolytic agent to sputum. When NaOH is added to the sputum to a final concentration of 1 or more percent the spread of the creep compliance increases, and suggests an increase in the sample heterogeneity (Fig. 6) .
DISCUSSION
While PTM is theoretically simple, its implementation is notoriously difficult. 17, 18 We believe our work provides a simple and efficient method to analyze PTM data on a bead by bead basis. This work is a first step towards a comprehensive method to analyze particle trajectories that will enable valuable information about microenvironments within a complex active sample to be probed. Additionally, we show the creep compliance distribution of a population of particles can be used to characterize the heterogeneity and elastic properties of a substance.
To address issues associated with directed motion that limits the broad application of particle tracking microrheology for complex fluids, we have developed and validated a 1D de-trending algorithm. We are able to remove consistent directed motion from particle trajectories on a bead by bead basis. Using simulated and real data, we demonstrated that de-trending data enables us to accurately estimate the creep compliance when there is no directed motion as well as when the directed motion is much larger than the Brownian motion. We also probed sputum heterogeneity and quantified the effect of NaOH on sputum. We saw an increase in spread of observed creep compliances with increasing concentration of NaOH.
Our simulations indicate that the amount of error due to de-trending decreases with increasing track time. While eliminating particles that were tracked for less time reduces error induced by de-trending (Figs. 1b, 2b) , it also biases measurements. Particles in less viscous or softer regions will exit the field of view more quickly. As a result of eliminating particles tracked for a short amount of time, less compliant regions will be measured preferentially. 22 Although there is a considerable about of variation in average percent error of creep compliance when particles are tracked for 5 s at 20 Hz (Figs. 2c, 2d) , we believe that this is a reasonable cut off time for our system, and show that we can detect differences in glycerol-water solutions as well as sputum being digested by NaOH. Due to increased error at smaller frequencies we choose only to report the creep compliance distribution at 20 Hz and did not calculate any viscoelastic parameters over all frequencies.
Despite the fact that de-trending, when applied on a bead by bead basis is useful for removing directed motion and can be used when there is no directed motion with little loss of information, we note that the de-trending method presented here has its limitations. The method will have limitations in capturing the behavior if there is significant change in velocity of directed motion over the bead trajectory or if the material is not isotropic on the length scale of the bead. We also simulated the case where the drift is damped over time, as would happen due to viscous drag on the bead. Our results show that the average percent error of creep compliance at 20 Hz is small for decay constants >10 s under the same simulation conditions as discussed above (data not shown). Possible improvements include adjusting the track time to de-trend over, by for example applying a sliding window to remove drift, similar to the algorithm used by the Kilfoil lab.
14 Additionally, as discussed above the fluidity of materials are underestimated. This is likely due to the detrending algorithm removing Brownian motion at long time scales. Therefore, a more detailed analysis must be performed to distinguish Brownian from active motion to enable the calculation of loss and storage moduli. Calibrating systems with materials of known viscoelasticity will shed light on the best ways to attack this problem. However, we suspect it will be very difficult to decouple the directed motion from the Brownian motion when they are relatively close in magnitude. Other methods to remove directed motion involve fitting the MSD to two terms, one for the Brownian motion and one for the directed motion. 15 However, we believe that analyzing individual particle tracks in real time has the potential to provide more information about the microenvironment the bead experiences and is less prone to errors due to fitting and averaging multiple bead trajectories.
Despite these limitations, we believe that the method provides simple and efficient approach to understand the behavior of complex fluids, including native sputum as discussed in the results. Native sputum creep measurements for both sample A and B have a much larger spread than glycerol-water mixtures in the same range of creep compliances. Our results indicate that sputum is significantly more heterogeneous than glycerol at micrometer length scales. However, the measurements of native sputum samples appear to be similar across all trials for a particular sample, although statistical tests find differences in between some of the trials (Fig. 4) . For sample A, trial 4 was shown to have a statistically different median than trials 1,2,3,5. Thus, we conclude that overall four out of the five portions of sample A that were measured in the native state were similar. Therefore we suspect that sample A is relatively homogeneous at length scales corresponding to~150 lL. Conclusions are harder to draw for sample B, as only three trials were performed. Sample B appears to be slightly more heterogeneous across different trials. Sample B also has a larger proportion of particles in less compliant regions than sample A. These results are consistent with qualitative observations. Based on our studies with NaOH, we hypothesize that NaOH increases the heterogeneity of sputum by degrading portions of the microstructure of the sputum and thus dramatically increasing the creep compliance, while not affecting other portions. Our results after adding NaOH to final concentrations of 2 or 4% support this hypothesis. We see an increase in maximum observed creep compliance distribution for both samples A and B, and the lowest observed creep compliance remains relatively equal as compared to the native samples. As we do not see a clear relation between the amount of time the sputum is exposed to NaOH and the measured creep compliance, we postulate that either the NaOH loses efficacy soon after interacting with the sputum, or there are regions of sputum that NaOH cannot digest. Either situation would result in an increase in maximum creep compliance observed while retaining the measurements of low creep compliances as we see in Fig. 6 . Measuring the observed creep compliance heterogeneity in space as a function of mixing may help shed light on this mechanism. We would expect increased mixing to result in increased spatial heterogeneity if NaOH is not effective at long time scales, while if regions of sputum are immune to NaOH degradation we would not expect the spatial heterogeneity to be correlated with amount of mixing. However, it is important to note that decoupling the physical degradation induced from mixing and chemical degradation is difficult.
Our results are difficult to compare to existing literature on PTM in mucus since most investigators average over the entire population of particles to obtain a measure of bulk rheology.
5,11 Based on particle MSDs of 0.5 lm beads in cystic fibrosis sputum reported by Dawson et ) . However, this group did not give a definitive range of their data, but only presented a selection of particle MSDs. If our data does in fact span a greater range than the data obtained by Dawson et al., a possible reason could be differences in type of sputum. We do not have any knowledge about the donors. It is likely that sputum produced from non-cystic fibrosis patients will be more compliant and potentially more heterogeneous. 9 Active and directed motion in particle tracking rheology continues to be a major challenge and significantly limits the application of the technique. Techniques aimed at removing directed motion on a population level are less likely to remove real motion, but do not work when local currents in the fluid differentially affect regions within one field of view. We expect this method to be useful in analyzing heterogeneous substances, such as biological fluids undergoing active motion. We utilize a 1D de-trending algorithm applied on a bead by bead basis. First, we demonstrated the de-trending algorithm effectively predicts the creep compliance when there is and is not directed motion using simulated data. Second, we showed that we can measure a range of viscosities using this technique with glycerol in water as a control. Next, we used this method to characterize sputum. We probed the heterogeneity of native sputum and sputum as a function of the addition of NaOH. The addition of high concentrations of NaOH to sputum increases the maximum observed creep compliance, suggesting that the digestion agent locally breaks down the microstructure of sputum increasing heterogeneity. We show that this de-trending method can be used to probe complex and heterogeneous materials under dynamic conditions and therefore will have a direct impact in understanding the complex behavior of a wide variety of biological fluids.
